
CALL # AUTHOR TITLE
020 MANGU Manguel, Alberto Packing my library : an elegy and ten digressions 

158.1 ROTH Roth, Geneen This messy magnificent life : a field guide 

270.6 MASSI Massing, Michael Fatal discord : Erasmus, Luther, and the fight for the 

Western mind 

303.44 PINKE Pinker, Steven Enlightenment now : the case for reason, science, 

humanism, and progress 

305.26 LELAN Leland, John Happiness is a choice you make : lessons from a year among 

the oldest old 

305.8 LUKAS Lukasik, Gail White like her : my family's story of race and racial passing 

306.09 EASTE Easterbrook, Gregg It's better than it looks : reason for optimism in an age of 

fear 

306.81 FLOCK Flock, Elizabeth The heart is a shifting sea : love and marriage in Mumbai 

323.6 REICH Reich, Robert B. The common good 

332 LO Lo, Andrew W. Adaptive markets : financial evolution at the speed of 

thought 

362.19699 BOWLE Bowler, Kate Everything happens for a reason : and other lies I've loved 

362.5 EUBAN Eubanks, Virginia Automating inequality : how high-tech tools profile, police, 

and punish the poor 

363.32 GILLO Gillon, Steven M. Separate and unequal : the Kerner Commission and the 

unraveling of American liberalism 

363.46 WATSO Watson, Katie Scarlet A : the ethics, law and politics of ordinary abortion 

371 ROBIN Robinson, Ken You, your child, and school : navigate your way to the best 

education 

371.95 HULBE Hulbert, Ann Off the charts : the hidden lives and lessons of American 

child prodigies 

580.92 STONE Stone, Daniel The food explorer : the true adventures of the globe-

trotting botanist who transformed what America eats 

613.2 HYMAN Hyman, Mark Food : what the heck should I eat? : the no-nonsense guide 

to achieving optimal weight and lifelong health 

615.788 SLATE Slater, Lauren Blue dreams : the science and the story of the drugs that 

changed our minds 

616.8527 HARI Hari, Johann Lost connections : uncovering the real causes of depression-- 

and the unexpected solutions 

635.95 RICHA Richardson, Mark Native plants for New England gardens 

641.7 HOW How to roast everything : a game-changing guide to building 

flavor in meat, vegetables, and more 

641.813 MANNI Manning, Ivy Easy soups from scratch with quick breads to match : 70 

recipes to pair and share 

746.445 SMITH Smith, Rebekah Seasons of wool appliquefolk art : celebrate Americana with 

12 projects to stitch 

781.45 MAUCE Mauceri, John Maestros and their music : the art and alchemy of 

conducting 
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782.4216 GREEN Greenburg, Zack 3 kings : Diddy, Dr. Dre, Jay Z, and hip-hop's multibillion-

dollar rise 

790.1 JOHNS Johnson, Steven Wonderland : how play made the modern world 

791.45 ABRAM Abrams, Jonathan All the pieces matter : the inside story of The Wire 

791.45 PRESS Press, Joy Stealing the show : how women are revolutionizing 

television 

797.1 PHILB Philbrick, Nathaniel Second wind : a sunfish sailor, an island, and the voyage that 

brought a family together 

813.54 MAUPI Maupin, Armistead Logical family : a memoir 

818.54 EPSTE Epstein, Helen The long half-lives of love and trauma 

818.54 ROBIN Robinson, Marilynne What are we doing here? : essays 

818.6 DAVIE Davies, Dawn Mothers of Sparta : a memoir in pieces 

828.912 THWAI Thwaite, Ann Goodbye Christopher Robin : A.A. Milne and the making of 

Winnie-the-Pooh 

910.911 LARSO Larson, Edward To the edges of the Earth : 1909, the race for the three 

poles, and the climax of the age of exploration 

914.18 BANVI Banville, John Time pieces : a Dublin memoir 

920 PIERP Pierpont, Julia The little book of feminist saints 

942.07 ADKIN Adkins, Roy Gibraltar : the greatest siege in British history 

974.29 MAUDE Maude, Sally Oh, my word

974.3 CROUS Crouse, Karen Norwich : one tiny Vermont town's secret to happiness and 

excellence 

BIOGRAPHY MEDICI Hollingsworth, Mary The family Medici : the hidden history of the Medici dynasty 

BIOGRAPHY OBAMA Baker, Peter Obama : the call of history 

BIOGRAPHY WINDSOR Morton, Andrew Wallis in love : the untold life of the Duchess of Windsor, 

the woman who changed the monarchy 


